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Cover story

Tech Control! -

Our duty?

Safety and mastery for pupils in the
digital space

Image from HMC’s
“Tech Control” video produced
with Digital Awareness UK
to help teach safe and
responsible use of
digital devices.

Laura Knight
(Director of
Digital Learning,
Berkhamsted School)
Habits: they are easy to
make and hard to break.
The recent HMC “Tech Control” video and
research has helped shine a much-needed
light on the question of managing our digital
impulses. Both adults and young people find
themselves unwittingly developing unhelpful
patterns of behaviour, which may quietly take
root and crowd out the non-digital world.
I would like to explore why that happens and
suggest some ways of thinking which might
support educators and parents with handling
the challenges.

Anti-social media
As adults, it is all too easy to roll our eyes
disapprovingly about the digital addictions
of the young people around us. Meanwhile,
we tend to rebadge our own tech habits with
labels that are easier to swallow: dedication
to our work; keeping up with the news; being
good friends and neighbours; making sure we
are on hand in case of an emergency.
No matter which side of the breakfast table we
are on, however, the unfortunate subtext is the
same: “Anything that might come up on my
screen is more important to me than interacting
with you”.
4

Ian Phillips

(Director of ICT,
The Haberdashers’
Aske’s Boys’ School)
Gaming addiction in children is fast becoming
all too common, and frequent use of a gaming
device may well damage a pupil’s GCSE
examination results. A study in Northern
Ireland among 600 14-16-year-olds during
2012-14 found the 77% of children who used
a portable gaming device less than once a
week achieved at least five GCSE A* to C
grades, compared to 41% of children who
used a device twice a day.
For all of us, balancing what we should
do against what we want to do is often a
challenge. Hence, is giving in to our own online
impulses so very different to teaching sex
education where essential support is provided
to pupils over matters which are personal,
private and perhaps also embarrassing?

In so many moments we use our mobile
devices as a guard against boredom, a comfort
blanket against loneliness or an answer to
questions we did not even know we had.
But we also hide there behind our insecurities.
A thirteen-year-old student of mine told me this
week: “I don’t even know how to sit down with
people and have a normal conversation”.
If we must all share the responsibility for
creating a new set of rules about using
technology in our day-to-day lives, where
do we begin?

Neuroscience matters
Working with young people every day, I see the
battles they face in managing their online lives,
and it is crucial that we understand why their
digital interactions are so compelling.
First, like the much-vilified “compulsion loops”
used in gaming and gambling, their brains
are trained for addiction to the dopamine hit
released by the repeated pattern of anticipation
and micro-validation in their social media
feeds. Second, their frontal lobes are simply
not developed enough yet to control impulses
consistently, or resist temptation with reasoned
judgement. Third, the plasticity of the teenage
brain makes it more prone to stress from the
constant state of hypervigilance in which they
find themselves.

Add to that a lack of physical barriers to
unhealthy obsessional behaviour, and we can
begin to understand how hard it is to switch off
and go to sleep!*

Creating a new balance

Is it our responsibility, in conjunction with
organisations such as Parent Zone, to support
parents to have the confidence to guide their
children in this relatively new world? Should
we, as educators, be the ones to encourage
and recommend that parents and carers
limit their children from spending excessive
amounts of time on the computer and
especially on gaming?
We clearly have a duty to help those pupils
in our care to become global citizens. A
component of that duty must be to ensure that
digital citizenship is a skill which is mastered,
and that includes ensuring self-discipline is in
place to use technology at appropriate times
and in appropriate places.

The curriculum
The ICT curriculum has always been very
clear about educating pupils to become safe,
responsible and respectful citizens; the new
Computer Science curriculum in England
continues to enforce that message. So, we
must advise our staff and parents on how to
set rules and boundaries for the appropriate
use of technology to enhance pupils’ ability to
become self-disciplined.

“We have
a duty to ensure
our pupils develop
digital citizenship with
the self-discipline to
use technology at
appropriate times and
in appropriate
places.”

Parent Zone, the Child Exploitation and Online
Protection Centre (CEOP) and the South
West Grid for Learning (SWGfL) are to be
congratulated for having developed resources
which parents and teachers can use with
confidence. These organisations also provide
help and guidance specifically for pupils if they
believe their desire to play video games might
be getting out of control.
We all need to be aware of these resources
so that we can empower ourselves as parents
and teachers, just as we have done over with
the difficult subject of sex education.
Parent Zone: https://parentzone.org.uk/
CEOP:
https://ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
SWGfL:
http://swgfl.org.uk/products-services/
online-safety

Benenden School’s 3 day “phone fast” encourages pupils to
reduce and manage their mobile phone use more effectively.

We live in pioneering times, but in this virtual
Wild West, there are plenty of questions and
very few clear answers.
How much control should parents have?
Where do we draw the line on privacy? How
do we develop trust and integrity? In school,
we aim to promote a principles-led approach,
which helps people to recognise the impact of
unhelpful patterns of thinking and behaviour
and, in future, we will further develop digital
wellbeing using mindfulness and even cognitive
behavioural therapy.

Image courtesy of The Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School

This holistic view fits well with the concept of
a digital diet. In much the same way as we
would not encourage young people to binge on
junk food at every meal, it is our responsibility
to teach them to seek consciously healthy,
productive ways of balancing what they
consume and create.
*Jensen, F. E. and Ellis Nutt, A. (2016) The Teenage
Brain: A Neuroscientist’s Survival Guide to Raising
Adolescents and Young Adults, HarperCollins.

HMC’s “Tech Control” video has helped shine a much-needed
light on the question of managing our digital impulses.

Image courtesy of Berkhamsted School
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UCAS
in the
2010s

CR: Are you arguing then for a bigger and more
diverse HE sector?

MCC: Yes, I guess so. We’ve just seen this
enormous shift up in what people achieve – partly
driven by making young people stay on in learning
till they’re 18, and improvements in school…

“belong” to the
university sector…

MCC: It is actually an independent charity,
a shared service. Maybe in the past it did seem
to “belong” to universities, but the Board is clear
now that the student as customer is at the centre.
If we don’t get it right for students, we won’t get
it right for universities.

exciting. It upsets me – and I’d direct this particularly
at the independent sector which focuses so much
on the Russell Group – that we forget the Russell
Group is about research intensity. A lot of parents
think it’s just a quality brand.

“HE is
a brilliant
export industry
for our country,
economically and
culturally.”

which go out to international students are terribly
unfortunate. HE is a brilliant export industry for our
country, and not just economically, but with all the
cultural benefits too. I would like to see international
students made more welcome – why can’t we
have immigration figures which tell us the numbers
separately? I also think that Trump’s America is
becoming less attractive for students, and I’d like to
think the UK could reap some of the benefits.

“People talk
about free
education, but
it’s never been
free; it’s about
who pays.”

On fees, universities will have to put fees up, but
the tuition fee really focuses students, and therefore
universities, on the whole student experience, and
that has to be a good thing. The ending of number
controls and the demographic dip have really
changed things – it’s a “buyers’ market” now. People
talk about free education, but it’s never been free;
it’s about who pays. The independent sector should
know this; the student is a customer, but also jointly
responsible. You can’t just buy a good degree.

should we do better or less or more of?

MCC: You probably can guess what I’m going to
say. I still don’t think HMC has got its voice right in
the media. Special pleading for the middle classes
is never going to be an easy platform, but the
independent sector does a lot to help less fortunate
students, and I still don’t think you get that across.
You always seem to be on the defensive, and I don’t
think you need to be.

CR: Is there anything we should do differently
for students? Are we unimaginative?

MCC: Well, you have a difficult job. Your parents
are paying, and I often think parental attitudes lead
to students doing slightly unimaginative jobs in the
professions because that’s seen as the “right thing”,
but the 21st-century working world is so different.
Maybe educating parents is needed – good luck
with that!

CR: Finally then – and you’ve touched on
it already – what do you think university is
actually for?

CR: So what is best and worst about higher
education in 2017?

MCC: It’s brain exercise. Getting superb exam
MCC: Without doubt that students can still get a

MCC: UCAS when I joined it was a typical “agency”:

CR: But they do go on about employability!
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MCC: Research, creating new knowledge, is so

fewer people should go to university; I’m a huge
fan of what HE can do for people. I don’t agree with
reserving university for the elite. By the way, I also
think it’s brilliant to wait a bit and go in your 20s, 30s
even 40s. And in the independent sector, as you’ve
heard me say before, people shouldn’t sleepwalk
into university.

MCC: I do think that the negative messages

time as Chief Executive of UCAS, and what have
been the frustrations?

a little sleepy, not very customer-focused. I hope
now that it’s a customer-focused service provider.
People do pay for it, and I make no apology for
calling them customers: any organisation which
thinks it has some kind of entitlement simply
because it has existed for fifty years has a car crash
coming. So, I’m proud of that change, but frustrated
it took so long.

MCC: I could never support a position which said

It’s a pity if students aren’t choosing those
universities because of their research – a lot of
students think research is checking something
on Google – and also that some of them aren’t
considering academic careers, which seem
increasingly to be promoted “in house” at university,
not at schools.

CR: Mary, you know us at HMC well now: what

mind-blowing experience. I’ve read thousands of
entries for our “love of learning” competition, and
there is no doubt of that. At the moment, I’m most
cross about the way the press questions the value
of going to university, and their terribly irresponsible
reporting about the loans system, as if it were a pay
day loans system. The sector should and could do
more to combat all this.

CR: Mary, what are you most proud of from your

“50% to university”?

CR: Can we talk about Brexit and its effect?

CR: UCAS seems to

Chris Ramsey
(Whitgift School and
Co-chair of the HMC/
GSA Universities
Committee) catches up
with Mary Curnock Cook,
UCAS Chief Executive
2010-17, at the end of her
highly successful tenure.

CR: You touch on research. During your years,
Ministers – two especially – have got stuck into
research, teaching and fees. What’s your view of
these different tensions?

CR: And this whole business of the arbitrary

An interview
with Mary
Curnock Cook

But Brexit is bigger than that for UK universities
because of the huge number of overseas academics
they employ and the valuable EU-funded research
collaborations in which they participate; it would be
a tragedy if that somehow diminished.

MCC: Well, universities go on about it because
government measures it, and I rather regret that
utilitarian view, because going to university is about
so much more than that. One of the points which
got slightly mangled by The Telegraph when I spoke
to them recently is that universities are measured
on graduate employment six months after leaving
university. A tiny proportion of graduates go straight

into the big grad schemes: most will try out several
jobs to find out the role they like, and I think it’s
unhelpful to think you have failed if you don’t go
directly to a high-paid job.

CR: Your last End of Cycle Report was upbeat
about progress in widening access.

MCC: Yes, the proportion of growth in widening
participation has been astonishing. However, it
was starting from such a low base, so there are
still massive gaps between the most fortunate
and the least. That to me is a wasted opportunity,
so I’d say “good progress, but so much more to
do”. Nationally 57% get five good GCSEs (in itself
huge progress); we should ask what about the
other 43%? We should concentrate more on the
disengaged, those who feel there’s no point
in school.
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results isn’t always great brain exercise. Studying
and learning at university is so different: genuinely
a free choice of what to explore within an academic
community. The thing that I love is when – usually
some way through year two – the penny begins to
drop, and these raw, cheerful teenagers suddenly
“get it”. I just think this maturing is astonishing –
you must see it in your students – and you can
spot it later as an employer. So I’m not a great fan
of the oven-ready-for-the-corporate-world thing;
university’s more than that.

CR: And it doesn’t matter what course people
do, does it?

MCC: No. There are courses out there which don’t
trip off the tongue because so many people are all
doing the same old stuff, and I just wish that schools
and students would go through the alphabetical lists
a bit more and indeed that universities would do
more to trumpet their different courses.
7
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How to get on

Interviews… university
application forms…
personal statements…

Expertise

How to get on

You’re near the top of the
school/university escalator
and need to find a job.
As with any map, it’s more effective to look at
the whole thing before setting out in any one
direction. This way you’ll challenge yourself with
the really difficult questions such as: What is my
aim? What is important to me? Where do I see
myself in five years’ time? Use the answers to
set boundaries, personal targets and your
overall direction.

Kim Eccleston,

Jonathan Black,

Head of Admissions
at the University of
Warwick, has some sage
advice for school leavers.
“Answer the question.”
Sage advice that I first received when
preparing for my GCSE exams and which has
steered me helpfully through many scenarios
since. Interviews are a prime example –
whether you have a job or place of study to
offer, nothing makes your heart sink more than
a candidate who ignores the question in favour
of a chance to shoehorn in a well-rehearsed
anecdote or dazzlingly impressive fact.
Interesting, maybe, but unlikely to give you
the information or indicator that your carefully
designed question was searching for.

For university applicants, it’s not so simple –
unless you’re in a direct interview situation, what
exactly is the question? And, with up to five
people to address, are they all asking the same
thing?
It’s probable that there will be subtle differences,
but in broad terms, admissions tutors are likely
to be asking: “How do I know that you’ll do
well on my course?” Levels of competition will
change the question slightly: “How do I know
you’re among the most committed and critically
engaged applicants in this pile?” for example.
In some cases, the question and answer are
pretty clear. There are many courses where
the question is quite simply: “Have you got the
right grades?”, and a listed academic history
combined with a suitable reference and set of
predictions provides all that is needed.
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Image courtesy of the University of Warwick

But, often, the question demands more detail.
If everyone has the same stellar academic
record and places are limited, then grades alone
won’t differentiate. Furthermore, confidence in
academic predictions has been waning.
A UCAS study published in 2016 stated that
“in 2015, just over half of all English 18-year-old
applicants missed their predicted attainment
over three A levels by two or more grades”.
With the tide of qualification and curriculum
reform, it would be understandable if the error
rates continued for some time.
Although not favoured by all, the personal
statement does offer an opportunity for
differentiation. It must answer the questions
though. Do lists of achievements or books
you’ve read really constitute a response to the
most demanding of selection questions? What
does “I spent a week in my local MP’s office…”
really say about someone’s suitability to read
Politics? Adding on “…gaining an interesting and
insightful view of local politics” does little to help.
It reminds me of the classic answer to: “How do
you manage your time?”, which is: “I prioritise”.
OK, yes, but how?
If you can’t go beyond the statement, then
you’re not going to convince anyone that you
have mastered that technique – or, in the case of

“Don’t
tell me that
you’d be a good
student, show me
– demonstrate it
through your
writing.”

the Politics applicant, that you really did engage
with the experience and have enhanced your
academic understanding and critical viewpoint.
And remember, with a personal statement,
nobody can ask those probing or clarifying
follow-up questions.
It’s corny, but my advice for applicants is always
show; don’t tell. Don’t tell me that you’d be a
good student; show me – demonstrate it through
your writing. Give me a glimpse of what you can
do. Because, nuances aside, “What are you
like as a student?” is something we’re all
interested in.
Admissions tutors who are answering that
question solely through the academic profile will
never be put off by a good statement, but those
looking for that demonstration can do little with
underdeveloped statements and lists.

Director of the Oxford
University Careers
Service, advises students
on how to take control
of their career plan –
and make it happen.
Whether you are at school, university, in your
first or fifth job, returning to work or wanting
a change, the Career Question can be just
overwhelming.
How can you decide on a career? Consider
these three approaches and see which you’d
prefer:
First, the Lucky Dip. Open a career directory at
random and select the first job you come to –
any good? Farmer? Chef? Accountant? Website
developer? Solicitor? While these are great jobs
for someone, they are probably not exactly what
you are after.
Second approach: the Blinding Light. Here the
idea is that you wait for inspiration to strike –
the problem is that success with this approach
is really rare; perhaps the last recorded event
like this was 2,000 years ago on the road to
Damascus, or before that with Archimedes’
Eureka moment.
Third approach and, as you might guess, the one
to use when the Lucky Dip and Blinding Light
approaches have not delivered and you don’t
want to wait any longer: a Map.

The challenge, especially for school and
university students, is that the answers are not
in the back of the book. Indeed, there are no
right or wrong answers.
Having set targets, it’s time to get started – and
where better to start than getting the CV in
shape? You’ll need it whether you are asking
for an Information Interview, talking to a “head
hunter” or sending in a job application. While you
can find templates and whole books about CVs,
I think you’ll write a pretty decent version based
on the following:
1. A CV is only to get you the interview
or the meeting; it is not aimed at 		
getting you the job.
2. Give the reader evidence, not assertion.
Don’t write, “A strong team player…”;
instead give examples of when you were
part of a team.

“A CV is
only to get you
the interview or
the meeting;
it is not aimed
at getting you
the job.”

Clearly, the CV is just the first tool you
must develop; after this come cover letters,
application forms, interviews (increasingly
on-line and automated) and dress code, until
you negotiate the job offer.
• All of these matters, and more, are covered in
Jonathan’s recent book, Where Am I Going and Can
I Have a Map? published by Little, Brown at £12.99.

3. Make it easy for the reader by using an
expected format – for students, I’d suggest
three sections: Education, Experience,
and Skills & Interests.
4. Focus on Responsibilities and Achievements.
In fact, it can be helpful to draft by finishing
the following statements: “I was responsible
for…” and “Achievements included:…”
5. Form AND content: simple, clear layout,
11-12-point font, leave some blank spaces.
Use bullet points, bold font to focus
the reader.
6. Emphasise third-party endorsements, for
example, “Selected as Captain”, “Elected
to Treasurer”.
Once you’ve drafted the CV, check it passes the
two-second test – Is it attractive? Do the key
points stand out? – and maybe ask a friend to
review it.
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The IB Careers-related
Programme (IBCP)
Mark Waldron

(Ryde School) reports on a persuasive
middle way that sixth-formers can follow.

“If you
want to study
independently, do the
IB Diploma, and if you
want to be told what
to think and do, take
A levels, but if you learn
by doing, then do
the IBCP.”

Back in 2013, on arriving at Ryde, I was
concerned that we professed to offer a
broad and accessible curriculum for all,

“Each year there were students that were disappointed

yet at 16+ there were only two routes

by their AS results that should not have been taking them

available: the IB Diploma and A levels.

in the first place. They had stuck with us because they

I feared that this was not a meaningful
choice at all and would be even less so

wanted the benefits of the wider activities, the ethos and

as Michael Gove’s linear qualification

rigour that an independent education offered. We either

came on stream. On the other hand, I
was getting a message from employers
that BTECs on their own failed to

scrambled to retain them because we had started

provide the literacy, numeracy and

a process and felt obliged to finish it, or tried to find them

academic rigour needed by the small

a place on FE courses where they started again and in a

engineering, IT and tourism firms that
flourish on the south coast.
The result was either that we lost too many of
our pupils to Sixth Form colleges where they
would study vocational courses that didn’t
stretch enough, or we forced square pegs into
very round holes.
Steve Baxter, now our Head of Careers,
summarises the situation in which we found
ourselves in this way.

The IBCP does not ask pupils to choose between an
academic and a vocational route but, instead, offers both.
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context of failure. Those who stayed worked hard against

This was the context for looking at the IB
Careers-related Programme (IBCP), and a visit
to a group of maintained schools in Thanet
was so positive and uplifting that we never
doubted again the potential of the course. We
met students who had “failed” at 16 but were
planning to enter university (most had enrolled
on the IBCP as a stop-gap prior to work but
90% were now going on to full-time higher
education), students with a G in French
GCSE able to communicate in Italian,
students with a clear sense of purpose.
The IBCP resolves the age-old academic/
technical debate that has plagued the
British education system for too long; it is a
programme that does not ask pupils to choose
between an academic and a vocational route
but, instead, offers both.
Students continue with two or three IB subjects

independently, do the IB Diploma, and if you

alongside a timetabled core focusing on work
and life skills, language acquisition and cultural
understanding, experience of work and service,
and an extended reflective project dealing with
ethical issues in a vocational area. The core and
IB subjects are combined with a professional or
vocational qualification such as BTEC or CISI
while “add on” courses such as RYA, TEFL, first
aid and sports coaching enhance skills further.*

want to be told what to think and do, take A
levels, but if, like me, you learn by doing, then
do the IBCP”. Students can access a wide
range of university courses but are equally well
prepared for apprenticeships and internships.
Our first graduating group all have options
that can take them directly into work or to a
university of their choice.

Our pupils find they have something worthwhile
that suits their way of working – as Celine, one
of our pioneers, puts it: “If you want to study

their grain, and we managed to get them to university, but
a lot of them dropped out quickly. A few secured places
on niche courses such as early years training. Their story
is one of success through struggle, but we were making it
harder for them to succeed.”

Image courtesy of Ryde School

“We are
in a time when
adaptability, critical
thinking, intra- and
entre-preneurship, and an
understanding of what it
means to be a professional
contributor are valued by
employers alongside
exam certificates.”

Parents are relieved to find a course that
motivates and works for children they have had
to drag through GCSEs and who fear two more
years of exams and revision. From five pupils in
our first year we grew immediately to seventeen
in this year’s Lower Sixth.

And it is cost-effective, too. We no longer
offer A levels in PE, Film or Business Studies,
and the IBCP cohort are taught alongside
Diploma students for their IB subjects. Far
more importantly, I can now honestly say we
offer meaningful courses at 16+ for all our
pupils. We are in a time when adaptability,
critical thinking, intra- and entre-preneurship,
and an understanding of what it means to
be a professional contributor are valued by
employers alongside exam certificates. The
IBCP delivers this in one package.
*CISI: qualifications of the Chartered Institute
for Securities & Investment.
RYA: qualifications of the Royal Yachting Association.
TEFL: qualifications for teaching English as
a foreign language.

Literacy, numeracy and academic rigour are needed by the small engineering, IT and tourism firms that flourish on the south coast.

Students undertake an extended reflective project
dealing with ethical issues in a vocational area.
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Neurodiverse
provision at
independent
schools – the
increase and
the benefits
Elaine Logan (Glenalmond
College) celebrates the improved
provision for pupils who look
through the education prism
from a different perspective.

Image courtesy of Glenalmond College

Neurodiversity: The range of differences in
individual brain function and behavioural traits,
regarded as part of normal variation in the human
population (used especially in the context of
autistic spectrum disorders). Oxford English Dictionary
Dyslexia is now believed to affect 10%
of the population and attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 3%.
Add these statistics to the numbers
of those diagnosed with conditions
such as Dyspraxia, Dyscalculia and
Autistic Spectrum Disorder, and there is
increasingly sophisticated attention being
given to those under the neurodiverse
“umbrella”.
How are we, in the independent sector, responding
to the needs of neurodiverse students? Eton
College, Millfield, Milton Abbey, Brighton College
and my own Glenalmond were recently highlighted
in the Tatler as offering “brilliant” support for those
with Special Educational Needs (SEN).
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“Neurodiverse
pupils develop
strategies to help
them survive in the
school environment
which can ‘mask’
underlying
difficulties.”

The magazine highlighted the proactivity of
Learning Support departments within independent
schools and their acceptance and encouragement
of those children who are “...just zipped up a bit
differently.” Indeed, there is the recent case of one
boy who left school with 9A*s and an A having
arrived at his independent school unable to write.
Frequently, neurodiverse pupils, particularly the
more academically able individuals, develop
strategies to help them survive in the school
environment. While this ability to develop such
coping mechanisms should be both celebrated
and admired, it does have the added drawback of
“masking” any underlying difficulties. It is only when
these pupils make an academic jump, whether it be
from prep to senior school or GCSE level to A level,
that these strategies begin to fail.

Therefore, it is vital to ensure that secondary
schools have robust yet sensitive screening tests
for their new intake to help detect the presence
of potential learning difficulties. If screening
highlights an area of concern, teachers must
be made aware of potential difficulties and,
where necessary, evidence collected
in preparation for an assessment
for access arrangements.
An access arrangement should meet the
particular needs of an individual who – without
the arrangement – would be at a substantial
disadvantage when compared with others: i.e.
the arrangement is there to remove a barrier,
rather than give a candidate an advantage. Ideally,
specialist assessors should be employed within
the school to oversee the school’s screening and
access arrangement process.
Assessors working with the pupils should not
be overly concerned about whether a child is
neurodiverse; rather, they must concentrate on the
practicalities. What are the impacts of the pupil’s
difficulty on day-to-day classroom experience
and, particularly, under the high pressure of
timed conditions? At the same time, Assessors’
continuing professional development should
include a thorough understanding of the current
edition of the Joint Council for Qualifications (JCQ)

The Balance Theory suggests that dyslexia is caused by
unusual brain development in either the left or the right
hemisphere, giving dyslexic pupils a creative edge.

regulations on examination access arrangements
and, where possible, the opportunity to gain postgraduate-level professional accreditation.
SEN departments have a large number of
resources at their disposal. Although expensive
to purchase, a battery of psychometric tests is
invaluable in identifying difficulties that could have
substantial and long-term effects on a pupil’s
speed of working.1
Learning Support departments also provide
targeted support for pupils who have difficulties
with specific subjects, while classroom assistants
provide invaluable help to the pupils during
lesson time.2
However, “success” should not be
measured purely on an academic basis.
Many neurodiverse pupils come with
low self-esteem, anxiety and poor
expectations of themselves as a
learner. Hard work by teaching
staff helps build confidence and
strategies that these pupils can
take beyond school.

right hemisphere, giving dyslexic pupils a creative
edge.3 As a result, neurodiverse pupils may excel
in the Arts and Drama fields, with many securing
places in highly sought-after establishments such
as RADA and the Royal Conservatoire.
So, can we rest on our laurels? Certainly not.
Neurodiverse pupils who have benefited from SEN
departments have said to me that their experience
was “welcoming and helpful” with “no judgement”.
However, the fact remains that many pupils would
gain hugely from a better understanding of their
individual needs, abilities and unique skillsets.

1. A full psychometric assessment can take anything
up to two hours to complete as all areas of a pupil’s
underlying abilities are investigated. Cognitive tests
such as CTOPP or TOMAL-2 assess processing speed;
reading tests, e.g. GORT-5, can help identify difficulties
with text-level comprehension, reading speed and
accuracy. Spelling and handwriting also come under
scrutiny so that a comprehensive view of the pupil’s full
range of abilities can be explored. Tests used should be
reliable, up to date and appropriate for the age range of
the pupils in your care.
2. I know of a candidate who needed a reader, scribe and
extra time to access his examinations and who gained
entry to Trinity College Dublin. Another neurodiverse
pupil I have taught needed a reader and scribe to access
his exams. He went on to secure two As and a B in his
A level examinations in subjects that relied heavily on
strong literacy skills.
3. See: Robertson, J. (2000) Neuropsychological
Intervention in Dyslexia: Two Studies on British Pupils,
Journal of Learning Disabilities, 33 (2), pp. 137-148.

The Balance Theory suggests that
dyslexia is caused by unusual brain
development in either the left or the
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Is teacher workload
approaching
breaking point?
Image courtesy of Bootham School

There needs to be an accurate recognition of the crucial
and broad role that teachers are asked to play in society,
and an honest articulation of what is expected of teachers
in terms of life balance and training to help achieve it.

Chris Jeffery’s colleagues
at Bootham benefit from
awareness and recognition
of the demands placed
on teachers in the
current climate.

Chris Jeffery
(Bootham School)
sets out the arguments.
A few weeks ago, the ever-honest, everinsightful Natasha Devon’s weekly column
in the TES dared to make the claim that
the growing workload and accountability
pressures experienced by teachers were
potentially affecting the mental health of
young people they cared for.
Her words struck a powerful chord with me.
They chimed loudly with a growing recognition
that I’ve heard so many brilliant, positive and
dedicated colleagues say something like “I’ve
never known a term like that one” or “I’m not
sure that I can cope with much more of this” with
increasing concern at the end of every term for
well over three years now, probably much longer.
I’d often put that down merely to tiredness or
even diminishing societal levels of personal
resilience. When I started to analyse it recently,
though – most helpfully by comparing the lot
of a teacher today with life when I entered the
profession – I began to realise just why they
might feel that way.
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To start with, however,
some important caveats.
• Most of the changes that I’m about to
elucidate have served to ensure that the
current generation of pupils is safer, better
cared for, better taught and better understood
in school than any before it; very few are
negative in outcome.
• Teaching is not the only profession that
has experienced these sorts of changes
in expectations and professional conduct;
for example, so has medicine – nursing
especially – and social work.
• Teachers who aspire to a manageable
life balance on a week-by-week basis have
misunderstood the nature of the job and will
never achieve it. Life balance for teachers
needs to be addressed across the entire
school year.

GCSE and A level courses I would be teaching,
an outline of the topics I could consider covering
in Years 7-9, a pile of text books, a plan of the
school and a whistle. I was expected to teach
my classes in my style, take a rugby team in the
winter, a cricket team in the summer and care for
the young people in my charge as a tutor. I was
observed once in the whole of my first year of
teaching and trusted to get on with my job.
It’s very different now, in many ways.

Expertise
Teachers have always had to be experts, but the
breadth of the knowledge and expertise that is
now routinely required in addition is immense.
Teachers are expected to:

In 1988, my induction to teaching in an
ambitious city grammar school consisted of
being handed my timetable, a syllabus for the

• understand and spot the signs of a wide
range of special educational needs and
disabilities, then augment their classroom
practice to deal with individual diagnoses

• know in detail and put into practice everchanging safeguarding practices and
procedures
• have sufficient knowledge to be on the front
line of preventing radicalisation of young
people and explicitly promote our nation’s
values
• understand rapid advances in neuroscience
that very helpfully shed light on how
children’s brains learn, and the implications
of this for classroom practice
• comprehend and manipulate copious
baseline and performance data to improve
“learner outcomes”
• know and enact countless school policies
(more than 40 at the last count at my school)
• be able to use IT – programmes, apps,
fixed and mobile hardware – with students,
for teaching, for admin and to produce
resources, in a way that most were never
prepared through training
• be sufficiently expert in risk assessment
and Health & Safety legislation to meet evertightening requirements.
This list is not exhaustive.
My colleagues are also increasingly expected
to recognise and manage young people’s
mental health problems. This has become a
huge burden as these issues have exploded in
all schools in very recent times. And it’s taking
its toll: I’ve seen a number of young, genuinely
committed and deeply caring teachers weighed
down by this responsibility alone, because they
know how much their pupils depend on them.
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“Teachers
have always
had to be experts,
but the breadth of
the knowledge and
expertise that is now
routinely required
in addition is
immense.”

Accountability
In my early years of teaching, I felt accountable
more than anything else to the pupils I taught
and the school that employed me to teach them.
The pressures have since grown enormously.
Some of this is externally imposed. For example,
a meddlesome, unnecessarily bureaucratic and
punitive inspection regime leaves schools in
fear, while exam performance tables (whether
government or newspaper derived) hold schools
to account in crude terms that often say more
about the ability profile of a school than the
quality of teaching and care within it.

Michael Grose, the wonderful Australian
parenting guru, recently wrote: “In the past it was
students who would keep teachers awake at
night; now it’s the parents”. How true!
In particular, the direct contact and immediate
response times that parents can now expect
from teachers – and the rise of a blame culture,
with its constant implied litigious threat – can
often be the breaking point for teachers.
Adopting a sensible internal email protocol might
arguably be the quickest, cheapest and best
single step that schools can take to improve
staff wellbeing.
It is only fair – and vital for teachers’ sanity – that
we acknowledge just how much our society has
come to expect of them bit by bit over the past
25 years, and just how little has changed to help
them carry that enormous additional burden.
I don’t want to be like the anarchist who came to
talk to my General Studies course, tethering his
horse in the school car park. He proceeded to
rant at us for 45 minutes before telling us that he
had no solutions to society’s evils “because I’m
an anarchist”. But I’m struggling to know how to
address my observations with solutions.

Other aspects are internally imposed.
Unreasonable accountability structures in
schools now pose a real burden both on
teachers and managers: work scrutiny and
sampling, classroom observations and
performance-related pay applications –
especially where they are unnecessarily
frequent, intrusive or overbearing.

A bit more money in teachers’ pockets isn’t the
answer and a bit more time (which also costs, of
course) won’t make a real dent in an excessive
workload. Something more root-and-branch is
needed: for example, an accurate recognition
of the crucial and broad role that teachers
are asked to play in society, and an honest
articulation of what is expected of teachers
in terms of life balance and training to help
achieve it.

Perhaps the biggest area of change those of us
teaching in independent schools is the rise in de
facto accountability directly to parents.

This is not currently the case, and if that doesn’t
change, the ensuing crisis in our schools will be
of an order that we haven’t yet imagined.
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New faces

HMC welcomes new Members

People

Fr Wulstan Peterburs

Marcus Cliff Hodges

Anna Sylvester-Johnson

Joss Buchanan

Christopher Seal

Nicola Mason

Ampleforth College

Forest School

Ibstock Place School

King William’s College

Shrewsbury International School

St Julian’s School, Portugal

Dominic Findlay

Jonathan Reddin

Jo-Anne Duncan

Kevin Carson

Langley School

Ratcliffe College

The Royal High School, Bath

The Royal Masonic School for Girls

HMC Professional Development:
Developing inspirational
teachers and leaders
2017-18 HMC Professional
Development Programme
Course Title

Victoria Bingham

Lisa Kerr

Hilary French

Kirsty von Malaisé

South Hampstead High School

Gordonstoun School

Newcastle High School for Girls

Norwich High School for Girls

Rebecca Dougall

Michael Bardsley

Tony Jackson

Alex Tate

St Helen and St Katharine School

The Prague British School

Barnard Castle School

Bedford Modern School

Reference

Date

Location

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Tuesday to Wednesday 29-30 August 2017
Wednesday 27 September 2017
Tuesday 3 October 2017
Tuesday 10 October 2017
Tuesday 10 October 2017
Wednesday 11 October 2017
Thursday 12 October 2017
Tuesday 7 November 2017
Thursday 9 November 2017
Thursday to Saturday 16-18 November 2017
Thursday 23 November 2017
Tuesday 28 November 2017
Wednesday 29 November 2017

Crowne Plaza Hotel, Stratford-upon-Avon
Novotel London City South
The Godolphin & Latymer School, London
The Grand Connaught Rooms, London
Novotel London City South
City of London School
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Grand Connaught Rooms, London
Stamford Court, The University of Leicester
Mercure Manchester Piccadilly Hotel
Trent College, Nottingham
The Godolphin & Latymer School, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London

Spring Term 2018
Conference for Heads of Sixth Form
Mentoring Skills: Training for HMC Heads’ mentors
HMC/IDPE School Bursaries Conference
HMC New Members’ Induction Part 2
Introduction to Leadership Coaching
Preparing to be a Pastoral Leader
Cross Association Junior Conference (bookings via ISA)
Advanced School Marketing
Bursars’ PAs Conference
Preparing to Lead Academic Departments
Employment Law for Heads and Senior Leaders
Conference for Year Heads
Preparing for Senior Leadership
Interviewing and Recruitment Skills
Conference for Heads of CPD
HMC New Members’ Induction Part 1
Conference for New Boarding House Staff

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Tuesday 16 January 2018
Wednesday 17 January 2018
Monday 22 January 2018
Friday to Saturday 2-3 February 2018
Monday 5 February 2018
Wednesday 7 February 2018
Thursday to Friday 1-2 March 2018
Tuesday 6 March 2018
Tuesday 6 March 2018
Wednesday 7 March 2018
Wednesday 7 March 2018
Thursday 8 March 2018
Tuesday 13 March 2018
Wednesday 14 March 2018
Thursday 15 March 2018
Friday to Sunday 23-25 March 2018
Thursday to Saturday 12-14 April 2018

The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
Kilworth House Hotel, Leicestershire
Novotel London City South
Merchant Taylors’ School, Northwood, Middlesex
Coombe Abbey, Warwickshire
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Amba Hotel, Marble Arch, London
Wolverhampton Grammar School
The Grand Connaught Rooms, London
Forest School, London
The Grand Connaught Rooms, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
Cumberland Lodge, Windsor Great Park
Uppingham School, Rutland

Summer Term 2018
Preparing for Senior Leadership
Understanding School Finances
Managing Difﬁcult Conversations
Presentation Skills for Heads and Senior Leaders
Conference for Heads’ PAs
Deputy Heads’ Conference
HMC New Members’ Induction Part 3
HMC Heads’ Sustainable Leadership course
Preparing for Headship
HMC Teacher Training Cohort 2 Year 2 training day (2)

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Wednesday 9 May 2018
Thursday 10 May 2018
Tuesday 15 May 2018
Wednesday 16 May 2018
Monday to Tuesday 21-22 May 2018
Sunday to Tuesday 10-12 June 2018
Friday to Saturday 15-16 June 2018
Friday to Saturday 22-23 June 2018
Friday to Saturday 22-23 June 2018
Tuesday 26 June 2018

The Grand Connaught Rooms, London
Novotel London City South
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
The Amba Hotel Marble Arch, London
Oulton Hall Hotel, Leeds
Mercure Holland House Hotel, Cardiff
Ettington Park Hotel, near Stratford-upon-Avon
Coombe Abbey, Warwickshire
Woodland Grange, Warwickshire
Novotel London City South

Autumn Term 2017
HMC Teacher Training Pre-induction course
HMC Teacher Training Cohort 2 Year 2 training day (1)
Using CEM Baseline Data to Inform Teaching and Learning
Preparing for Senior Leadership
Understanding School Finances
Preparing to Lead Academic Departments
Essentials of School Marketing
Presentation Skills for Heads and Senior Leaders
HMC/GSA University Admissions Conference
Conference for Academic Deputy Heads and Directors of Studies
Conference for Librarians
Using CEM Value-added Data for School Improvement
Preparing for Headship

www.hmcpd.org.uk
Jennifer Palmer

Robert Milne

Gary Griffin

David Morton

Elizabeth College

Emanuel School

Immanuel College

King’s School, Gloucester
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T: 01858 462477

E: pd@hmc.org.uk

@HMCPD
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School partnerships
and impact evaluation

Beyond that, what they do can and should
be flexible. Nationally, the work in this area is
very well shared by the ISC Working Party for
Community Action.

Philip Britton
(Bolton School) reflects
on the state of the art.
By their very nature, independent schools,
whether by long-established custom or
through founding intents, have roots in local
communities. The nature of that community
will vary, as will the depths of the roots,
but no school should have to engage in
partnership from scratch. What we do need
to do now, more than ever, is to look at
community engagement and partnership
strategically.
It is important to distinguish between community
action work (which most often involves pupils
facilitated by teachers) and school partnership
work (which most often involves teachers
sometimes assisted by pupils).

This year’s Physics Olympics for
schools as part of the local Bolton
Partnership Ogden Trust hub.

Community action may very well be structured
and purposeful, yet it can be allowed to
respond to pupil voice and direction. Random
Acts of Kindness – a charity that creates
meaning through a personal experience or
responding to a timely national or international
need – are all good. Strategically, the school
decides that it will raise money for charities and
that pupils will engage in community action.

Partnership work must be different in character
to be worthwhile. It must be strategically
relevant for all partners. It isn’t about doing
good to people, but making a difference with
them. The partnership must be sustained over a
timescale appropriate for its stated objectives.
And it must, at least anecdotally, be possible
to measure success. This work is being
very usefully drawn together by the Schools
Together Group.
Partnerships must be integrated into school
structures and objectives. A partnership
invariably involves staff time, and that cannot
be seen to be in competition with what these
colleagues feel they should be doing. There
are financial as well as time commitments.
Partnerships will need to be managed, and
increasingly schools are appointing colleagues
to do that work.

		
The Schools
		 Together Group

We adopted the name, “Schools Together Group”, after the website
of the same name, which showcases independent–state-school
partnerships. Our mission, “Harnessing the power of partnerships
for the benefit of children”, reminds us all why we do this.

		
With so many state and independent schools
engaged in collaborations and partnerships with
other schools, it seemed timely to establish a forum for discussion
and share ideas. Previously Head of Science at King’s Canterbury, I
was used to meeting with others in similar positions and discussing
common issues.

We have since built broad cross-sector representation at both junior
and senior level through termly meetings to discuss specific issues,
including the “how and why” of partnerships, and “measuring the
effectiveness of partnerships”.

However, once newly appointed as Head of Partnerships at King’s,
I discovered no such support group existed, so after conversations
with many supportive colleagues, we launched a forum and met for
the first time in April 2016.
It was great to meet my opposite numbers, bounce ideas around,
share common concerns and realise that the challenges I was
facing were not unique. Our discussions ranged from the benefits
of partnership and what works well to different funding models and
how we measure impact.
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“Partnership
work isn’t about
doing good to
people, but making
a difference
with them.”

These, and the summer term day conference, are organised by
members of a small steering group and feature on the Schools
Together events webpages. We’ve also been asked to speak at
other events as this issue gains prominence among schools in both
the independent and publicly funded school sectors.
If you are responsible for partnerships in your school or organisation
and you’d like to stay in touch with the Group’s activities, or
would like to host or contribute to a meeting, please contact
schoolstogethergroup@gmail.com

Christina Astin, Chair

Learning

The
Schools
Together
Group
The Bolton Sports Alliance in action – an annual football festival for pupils from local primary schools.

The strategic worth of a partnership depends
on local response. That is why a national edict
on how our schools engage is wrong, even
if it is fine that there is an edict we should
engage. There are, however, perhaps two
types of partnership work.

Don’t be squeamish about costing time and
money, including opportunity costs.
Be sure you have an assessment plan and
know how the project will be managed by all
partners. Then enjoy the many benefits which
stem from partnerships.

The first is where one school engages with
many. Examples would be the partnerships
sponsored by The Ogden Trust, the SHINE
project for disadvantaged teenagers and,
more locally, the Bolton Sports Alliance
working in primary schools alongside and
our primary school maths project here at
Bolton School.
The second is where more of a one-to-one
partnership is forged. Examples in our case
would be a reading mentor scheme with a
local secondary school, a link around medical
school applications with a local UTC or a
four-part partnership with a local academy,
Essa, involving both staff development and
academic enrichment.
In all cases, the starting point is to be clear
about what is to be achieved, how that might
be done and how it might be measured. This
last part is crucial, for both formal evaluation
of impact, and to ascertain that your school’s
money and your colleagues’ time is being
spent in a worthwhile manner. Evaluation
should not be an imposition at the end, but
integrated into initial planning. There are good
examples and case studies of how that might
be done.
Whatever the current status of your outreach,
it is useful to ask yourself what you are
doing (such an audit, however well you know
your school, will always surprise you in its
richness). Then ask why you are doing it – is
it more a community engagement or a school
partnership?

Philip Britton opens the Schools Together
Conference at Bolton School earlier this year.

180 pupils from local schools have a day of
fun sporting activities and meeting Olympians.

The 2017 spring term meeting in
Birmingham of the Group was all about
how to evaluate school partnerships.
Measuring the effectiveness of any
educational intervention, as we all know,
is tricky enough. When there are diverse
schools, students of different ages and
teachers of different subjects involved,
as well as other potential partners,
the complexity is daunting. Delegates
went away with an armoury of different
strategies to try out following penetrating
talks by Caroline Sharp (NFER) and Alex
Galvin (SSAT).
The meeting coincided with the start
of a research project which the Group
endorses. Bill Lucas from the University
of Winchester is Chair of the Advisory
Committee of the Tony Little Centre for
Innovation and Research in Learning at
Eton College.
Bill’s research, supported by the Schools
Together Group among others, aims
to bring together good practice from
teachers and educationalists around the
country in order to develop a metric for
how we measure the success of a school
partnership. We hope that in a year or so
Heads will have access to a toolkit which
they can use to do the job of reporting
that success to governors, parents,
funders and other stakeholders.
The Group’s summer meeting took the
form of a day conference, hosted by Eton
College, in which dozens of partnership
practitioners shared their ideas for how to
get started with certain types of project.
Threaded through the day and the focus
of a closing panel discussion was the
theme of evaluation.

Canterbury Minilympics: pupils enjoy a BBQ lunch,
underpinned by a message about healthy lifestyle.

Christina Astin, Chair
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MCS squared
Ian Colling
(Headteacher,
Magdalen College
School, Brackley)
The long historic link between the
schools and the college is well known and
documented. The origins of the Brackley
The opportunity for
staff from the Brackley Science
Faculty to visit MCS in Oxford has
provided inspirational new
ideas for science teaching.

school centred around the beautiful chapel,
a largely twelfth to thirteenth-century
building. Originally this was a hospital
chapel and academics, who escaped the

for a state comprehensive!

The most able pupils from Brackley are invited
to join the Waynflete Studies programme at
the Oxford school, bringing them into contact
with similar-ability peers, academic staff and a
stimulating environment. The mixture proves to
be fruitful, whetting the intellectual appetite of
scholars in both schools. This is a Sixth Form
“scholarship” for Brackley pupils who benefit
by broadening their horizons, deepening their
learning and forging new networks.

Intrigue over claims that tunnels under the lawn
once joined the chapel to the school house
prompted a keen team of archaeologist pupils, led
by a qualified archaeologist who was on the staff
at the time, to practise their skills (with permission)
by digging up parts of the lawn; their labours
and expertise were rewarded with a number of
interesting artefacts, including ancient floor tiles.

The benefit to the school is that it provides an
incentive to the most able pupils to continue their
studies in Brackley, helping to inspire their peers
in the Sixth Form. The only drawback has been
the departure of one very able pupil from Brackley,
who gained a scholarship at the Oxford school!
She went with our blessing and has continued to
thrive in Oxford.
Brackley staff and governors value the relationship
between the schools hugely as do many pupils,
although some who have never experienced any
other secondary school wonder what the fuss is
about: “Don’t all comprehensives have links with
schools in the independent sector?” “Surely all
secondary schools have an ancient chapel and
are split site?”

Centre occupies a delightful sixteenth-century site
complete with a fishpond, and the twelfth-century
chapel is magical.

The opportunity for staff from the Brackley
Science Faculty to visit us in Oxford has provided
inspiration for new ideas for science teaching and
demonstrated the many similar challenges faced
by both schools. This visit was made memorable
when the Brackley staff met one of their ex-pupils,
now attending MCS Oxford, who was able to
provide an insider’s view of both schools.

Originally a boys’ grammar school, local
government reorganisation led – as in many
places in England in the 1960s and 1970s – to
the amalgamation of the MSC school, the local
girls’ grammar and the secondary school to form
the split-site comprehensive of today. The St
John’s site (the original boys’ grammar school)
remained a boarding facility until the 1970s, and
the boarding accommodation was used for young
staff looking for somewhere affordable to live. The
dormitories are now used as art studios and exam
rooms – much needed in the summer months.

Our oldest building is a late nineteenth-century
Blomfield Junior School and admin block, of
which an eerily identical version exists at MCS
Brackley. Once again, the cliché about the
dreaming spires of Oxford doesn’t not hold true:
it is fair to say that Ian spends far more time
grappling with English Heritage than I ever will.

The Brackley school is proud to retain its link
with the college through representation on the
governing body, including “old boy” Professor
Robin Dunbar, well known as an anthropologist at
Magdalen College, Oxford, and advocate of the
use of psychology to advertise Guinness.

Neither of the MCS schools has an endowment
and both reside on land which is held on a long
lease from the college. Both schools have, in
their different ways, overcome considerable
adversity in order to thrive today. MCS Brackley
has the more historic buildings: the Sixth Form

Co-operation between our two schools remains
a work in progress, and Ian and I are committed
to doing more to honour the centuries-old
connection between our two schools to
the benefit of current and future pupils and
colleagues.

Robin has been a champion of strengthening
links between the two schools and, with his
encouragement and a warm welcome from
colleagues at the Oxford school, the most recent
chapter in the partnership has begun to develop.

plague in Oxford, had set up a school

Helen Pike
(Magdalen College
School, Oxford)
There are now two Magdalen College
Schools, MCS Oxford and MCS Brackley,
but until recently our shared DNA was
more evident in our buildings than in our
education. As the partnership between our
two schools develops, that is changing to
the benefit of staff and pupils alike.
The paths our two schools have taken illustrate
aspects of the evolution of English secondary
education in recent decades. While MCS Oxford
was a direct grant school from 1920 before
becoming fully fee-paying in 1976, MCS Brackley
became a comprehensive school in 1973 and an
Academy in 2013.
Despite this formal divergence, the partnership
between our two schools is something which Ian
Colling, the Head of MCS Brackley, and I value
and are determined to see grow.

“The
partnership
between our two
schools is something
which we both value
and are determined
to see grow.”
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Image courtesy of Magdalen College School, Brackley

In February this year, Ian and I spent a morning
in our college archive, learning more about the
history of our respective schools. The archive is
at the top of the Founder’s Tower; as we climbed
the spiral steps before admiring the views over
Oxford, we joked that we couldn’t be having a
more ivory tower experience if we tried.
Of course, this is not real life (unless you happen
to be the school archivist, of course). From
September, MCS Oxford will be an Initial Teacher
Training provider in partnership with the University
of Buckingham, and here our relationship
with Brackley is ideal in giving us an entrée to
their thriving SCITT, of which Ian is an active
contributor and governor. For some years now,
MCS Brackley A level students have participated
in our Sixth Form Waynflete Studies programme,
which pairs them with a member of the university
so that they might pursue an independent project
of their own choosing. As we at MCS Oxford
extend this scheme to teachers, we will also offer
this opportunity to staff at MCS Brackley.

The Magdalen
College schools

by 1548. The chapel is reportedly one of

• In the early twentieth century, Magdalen
College Oxford operated three boys’
grammar schools.

a regular basis, and the school proudly

• The first had been established c.1464 in
Wainfleet in Lincolnshire (the birthplace
of the college founder), the second began
life on the college site in Oxford (in 1480)
and the third was in operation by the
1540s in Brackley, Northamptonshire
(on a site used over the previous century
for college migrations during periods
of plague).
• Increasingly uncertain in its ability to
operate all three schools to local authority
standards, the college closed the
Wainfleet school in 1933, handed the
Brackley school to Northamptonshire
County Council in 1949 and established
the Oxford school as a wholly-owned
but separate entity in 1987.

the largest of its type in England and the
oldest school chapel still in use; our pupils
have assemblies and concerts within on
boasts its own chapel choir – quite unusual

“The benefit to
the school is that it
provides an incentive
to the most able pupils
to continue their studies
in Brackley, helping to
inspire their peers in
the Sixth Form.”

Little do they know how fortunate they are to be
a part of such a special relationship and such an
amazing history.
MCS Brackley proudly boasts its own chapel
choir – quite unusual for a state comprehensive!

The twelfth to thirteenth century chapel at MCS Brackley is
reportedly one of the largest of its type in England and the
oldest school chapel still in use; pupils have assemblies and
concerts there on a regular basis.
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School food
and pupil
wellbeing

“The effects of poor health during the teenage years can last a
lifetime. Keeping adolescents healthy is a valuable investment
in the nation’s future.”

“An adolescent who is healthy is the best foundation for
a healthy adult life, which will in turn influence future

In this feature, a nutritionist sets the
scene for three reports from HMC
schools on the relationship between
pupil diet and heathy living.
Investing in young people’s health provides
huge dividends for their current wellbeing
and their future health. Getting it right at
this age also reduces long-term costs to
the health system. The consequences of
poor health in adolescence last a lifetime.

Tina Lond-Caulk, Director
and Head Nutritionist
at The Nutrition Guru,
explains the goal of
her school health and
wellbeing programme.
The Department of Health has claimed
teenage eating habits, particularly those of
teenage girls, are poor and getting worse,
and the UK statistics are overwhelming.
• 1 in 7 children will go on to develop diabetes.
• 31% of children age 2-15 are overweight
or obese, leading to long-term heart
disease and other health implications.
• 1 in 10 children/teens in the UK have been
found to be deficient in iron, zinc and Vitamin
A; each of these nutrients is well known to
affect brain function as well as physical health.
• 1 in 20 children in the UK are affected by
ADHD and behavioural or learning disorders
often linked to poor dietary choices.1
• Over 1 million young people (14-25
years) are affected by eating disorders.
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Nutrition not only impacts on the ability to
learn but also can affect mental health. With
anxiety and depression rising in the teenage
population, it is important to equip them
and their parents with the knowledge to
feed their brains properly. Studies observe a
consistent trend for the relationship between
good-quality diet and better mental health.
A habitually poor diet (e.g. increased
consumption of Western processed foods)
is also associated with a greater likelihood
or risk of depression and anxiety.2
The type of fat we consume in our diet is very
important. Polyunsaturated fats (especially
omega-3s) are vital components of cell
membranes. This is called an essential fat,
and if we don’t replace it in our diet, we can
see behavioural changes in brain function,
potentially altering our concentration, mood,
motivation and communication. For optimum
brain health, we require not only these
essential dietary fats but also stable blood
sugar levels and a diet rich in vitamins and
minerals. The average UK diet is often high in
calories or macronutrients but deficient in key
micronutrients such as vitamins and minerals.
Schools provide a wealth of opportunities to
improve nutrition: formal learning, gardening,
cooking and feeding, not to mention interaction
with parents and other community members.

Chief Medical Officer’s report, England, 2007

“Nutrition
not only impacts
on the ability to
learn but also can
affect mental
health.”

generations’ health.”

The Lancet, Editorial, 28 April, 2012

Image courtesy of
The Nutrition Guru

Our School Health Initiative, run by expert
graduate nutritionists, aims to reverse these
trends. Schools report the positive impact
on students associated with improved
dietary consumption and lifestyle choices:
Improved behaviour in the classroom
Improved sleep quality
Improved levels of concentration
Enhanced levels of
self-esteem and wellbeing

Gordonstoun’s broad curriculum stretches students both inside and outside the classroom, and food is seen as key to ensuring
students perform to the best of their ability in all areas of school life.

Julie Broadhurst,
Catering Services
Manager, Gordonstoun

Stabilised energy levels
The Nutrition Guru organisation works with
pupils, teachers, catering staff and parents
hosting talks and workshops on topics such as
• Brain Fuel – Eating for Success,
the Role of Diet and Mental Health
• Vibrant Energy All Day Long
• Boosting Immunity
• Sports Nutrition
• Signs and Symptoms of Nutrient Deficiencies
• Food Addictions (Sugar, Salt and
Fat) and How to Get Rid of Them
• Removing Obstacles to
Healthier Lifestyle Choices
• Eating Disorders – What They
Are, the Next Steps for Help

Food plays such a big part in our lives, and
there has been an explosion of interest in
food and nutrition in Britain in recent years.
As a nation, we are fixated on food, and
we now cater for a much more discerning
generation of food lovers. No longer is
it acceptable to feed students watery
cabbage, gristly meat, lumpy gravy or greasy
shepherd’s pie. Our tastes have evolved and
standards in school food have had to rise.
Somewhat ahead of its time, Gordonstoun
was one of the first schools to introduce a
multi-counter server. This provides a wide
variety of foods from at least five main courses.
These include a chef’s special, a main course
of the day, a pasta choice, a sandwich and
salad bar or baked potato and soup.

The decision to offer more choice and to
increase the variety of foods on offer was
based on demand. Gordonstoun’s unique
broad curriculum stretches students
both inside and outside the classroom,
and food was seen as key to ensuring
students perform to the best of their ability
in all areas of school life. An increasing
awareness about how food can enhance
performance meant that changes were made
to what was included in school menus.

school which means that our dry food
products are “Fair Trade” sourced.

In addition, a third of Gordonstoun’s student
body is international, coming from 46
different countries, which means we cater
for all types of dietary requirements including
vegetarian, halal, gluten and dairy free as well
as nut allergies. And the students are often
involved in suggesting themed food days.

References and further reading:

All our fresh produce is sourced locally
ensuring sustainability as well as supporting
the local economy. We are a “Fair Trade”

The blend of societal changes, curricular
demands, increased nutritional awareness
and cultural and religious diversity have
all contributed to make Gordonstoun’s
fare some of the best school food in the
country. At least, that is what our students,
teachers, parents and visitors say.

1. Correlation between attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and sugar consumption, quality of diet, and dietary
behavior in school children. Y. Kim & H. Chang
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3133757/
2. Relationship Between Diet and Mental Health in Children
and Adolescents: A Systematic Review A. O’Neill et al.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4167107/#
3. Omega-3 Fatty Acids and Depression: Scientific
Evidence and Biological Mechanisms. G. Grosso et al.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3976923/#
4. Institute for Food, Brain and Behaviour
http://www.ifbb.org.uk
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School food and pupil wellbeing

Sarah Ellis, Deputy Head
Pastoral, Roedean
Food is a constant in our lives, and there can be
no doubt that having a good or bad meal colours
how we feel about our day. Roedean prides itself
on the excellence of its food, and when visitors
come to the school, they frequently comment on
how lucky we are that our food is so good.
Our girls are very discerning and certainly know
what they want to eat. The two Dining Rooms,
one of which is dedicated for Sixth Form use,
serve at least two hot dishes, as well as a
popular fusion bar and a self-service salad bar;
all individual dietary requirements are catered
for, and the girls particularly enjoy the freshly
prepared fruit which is available every day.
The PSHE programme for all year groups
includes guidance on healthy eating and
balanced diets. As part of the Sixth form PSHE
or “Life skills” programme, we welcomed a

Nutritionist Tilly Spurr worked with pupils to understand the
benefits of good nutrition for all-round success at school.

was labelled to indicate, for example, which
foods served are part of 5-a-day or superfoods,
and which are high in nutritional value such as
omega oils.
The PSHE programme for all year groups includes
guidance on healthy eating and balanced diets.

nutritionist, Tilly Spurr, whose great-aunt was
one of the school’s founding Lawrence sisters, to
speak. Her organisation, “Eat Yourself Brilliant”,
deals with research into the benefits of good
nutrition for academic and all-round success
at school; her area of expertise is adolescents.
She worked with the girls and catering team
to explore the changes and developments in
dietary trends among young people, such as
veganism and dairy-free diets.
During Positive Mental Health Week in May, we
focused on the benefits of a healthy diet and
good nutrition; all food in the Dining Rooms

Suzie Longstaff
(Putney High School)
At Putney High School, students are encouraged
to take pride in their SHEDs… in recognition of
the fundamental role of Sleep, Hydration, Exercise
and Diet in overall health and wellbeing.
One central plank of SHED is nutrition, which
we explore with initiatives from PSHE lessons
and body image workshops to food-making
demonstrations, all aimed at highlighting the link
between healthy bodies and healthy minds.
Our aim is to make healthy eating appealing.
One of the most effective ways of ensuring that
pupils, or indeed anyone, make sensible choices
is by allowing them to decide. Student voice is
imperative, as it is in every aspect of life at Putney
High School.
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Listening to pupils is key to ensuring that we
are providing food that they want; in addition to
the panel of staff and girls which makes up the
Food Committee, food and catering is a frequent
agenda item in School Council meetings.
The younger girls in school do cookery as part of
HHH (Head, Heart, Hand), which is a programme
of academic enrichment courses, so that they
develop basic cookery skills early on. The
boarding Houses often run activities after school,
for both boarders and day girls, while pupils’
food preparation skills are developed in the Sixth
Form through a six-week crash course in basic
survival cookery, run by the Leith’s cookery
school, in order to prepare them for university life.

Comment

School qualifications and
preparation for university
in a devolved UK
With changes to qualifications and university funding
in England gaining most of the attention with HMC,
equally profound changes are occurring in the wider
UK as HMC Members explain in the next three pages.

Johanna Urquhart

(Lomond School) reports
on the scene in Scotland.
Scotland moved to a new or, perhaps more
accurately, a revised set of qualifications
from 2014. The first set of qualifications that
young people sit are National 5s, and these
are broadly the equivalent of GCSEs. For
young people who struggle academically,
there is the option to sit National 3 or 4
qualifications, which are internally assessed
and not graded. Typically, young people
then go on to study up to five Highers in
their penultimate year of school and a
mixture of Advanced Highers and further
Highers in their last year of school.

The Student Council plays a pivotal role in everything,
from the design of cafeteria serveries to the food on plates.
Students are encouraged to take pride in their
SHEDs… in recognition of the role of Sleep,
Hydration, Exercise and Diet in overall wellbeing.

In the Senior School, the Student Council plays
a pivotal role in everything, from the design of
our cafeteria serveries to the food on our plates.
Our Junior School has its own Food Council.
Representatives from each class meet to have
their say on the foods that should appear on
the lunchtime menu. Pupils chat through their
ideas with our Catering Manager and discuss the
nutritional reasoning behind the chosen dishes.
Similarly, students get involved with organising
campaigns, such as Meat Free Monday, through
an active House system, to bring together key
issues of interest such as sustainability and health.

By enabling pupils to get closer to their food, we
encourage them to be adventurous and open
minded. Our chef, from Harrison’s Catering, has
shown the Junior School how to make sushi and
healthy dips such as guacamole while his Senior
School assemblies have featured delicious ways
to incorporate fruit and vegetables, for example,
through smoothies.
As with other aspects of learning, the partnership
with parents is key. We invite parent reps to join
us for lunch in the cafeteria in the autumn term,
so they can see for themselves what choices are
available and can work with us in encouraging
their daughters to choose a varied,
nutritious diet.

Scotland

Image courtesy of Lomond School

The changes have brought a greater emphasis
on the skills required to understand and apply
the subject area rather than learning fact, and
I would strongly advocate that, as we have
ready access to facts at our fingertips, via
multiple devices, it is crucial that we teach our
children how to interpret, analyse and apply
that knowledge.
Different schools in Scotland have adopted
different curriculum models since 2014 with
some dropping to six National 5 subjects. The
general model from the independent sector
has been to retain the study of eight National
5s over two years – to ensure a breadth of
experience and allow young people to enjoy
learning rather than treating it as a currency for
the next stage.

When the new qualifications were introduced,
they retained what were called internal
assessments – these were sat by the young
person in class and had to be passed for
the young person to receive a course award.
They were, however, below course standard
and, in my view, they added no value to the
learning process – they were time-consuming,
bureaucratic and took away vital learning and
teaching time and teacher preparation time. It
is these internal assessments that are being
phased out from 2017-18 after significant
pressure from teacher unions.
The grade that a young person gains from their
qualifications will continue to be based on any
coursework element and the external exam.
There have been changes to both the Scottish
and English curricula. However, these changes
are unlikely to alter how the two systems affect
young people, or potential university offers.
The Scottish curriculum has always allowed a
greater breadth and flexibility of study at the
top end of the school.
Young people can take a mixture of Highers
and Advanced Highers over their last two years
in a wide variety of subject areas depending
on their interests and abilities. The benefit of
this system over the new linear A level system
is that it allows a young person who doesn’t
achieve what they need to in their penultimate
year to remedy this in their final year, either by
re-sitting subjects or taking new subjects at
Higher level.

Scotland’s universities offer a four-year
degree programme, with no tuition costs
for Scottish and rest of EU citizens. Most
young people therefore choose to stay
and study in Scotland rather than pay
the large tuition costs in the rest of the
UK. This has put significant pressure on
university places in Scotland for Scottish
children, leading to offers being made at a
higher level than previously.
Scottish universities want to retain their
four-year degree and make offers based
on Scottish Highers. A young person
can leave school at the age of 16 and
go to university in Scotland or may gain
an unconditional offer based on their
performance in Highers.
Many admissions offices do not
encourage young people to study
Advanced Highers in their last year of
school, and indeed I have been deeply
saddened when they have given advice
to our young people that it doesn’t matter
if they leave school halfway through
their last year. Surely all educationalists
should encourage young people to
develop lifelong learning habits including
perseverance and determination?
Our young people applying to England
will typically receive offers based on their
Advanced Higher qualifications, which are
broadly speaking the equivalent of A level.
An ‘A’ grade at Advanced Higher equates
to the same number of UCAS points as an
A* at A level. However, some universities
in England will give Scottish students
unconditional offers based on their Higher
grades alone.
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Wales

School qualifications and
preparation for university
in a devolved UK
neighbours. Some schools are concerned that
universities may also find these comparisons
difficult, and that those studying the
Welsh board qualifications may be unfairly
disadvantaged by the familiarity of the GCSE
letter grades and the toughness of getting
the top grades in the English qualifications.

Emma Taylor
(Christ College, Brecon)
reviews the pace of
change in Wales.
The increasing speed of divergence
between Welsh Government education
policy and that of Westminster has given
independent senior schools in Wales
plenty to think about over recent years.

What parents are aware of is the fact of
differential university fees; the generous
grants offered to Welsh students hitherto
are coming to an end, and this will put
further pressure on parents’ purses.

Assisted by lobbying from WISC (the
Welsh Independent Schools Council), our
schools have been given the freedom to
choose whether to follow Welsh or English
qualifications at GCSE and A level. As one
would expect from a group of independent
schools, different solutions have been chosen
in different schools, with the majority opting
for English GCSEs and A levels both for
educational (stretch and challenge) reasons,
and because our market is wider than Wales,
meaning that comparability with English
independent schools is important to us.
There is a smattering of schools offering
IB or staying with Welsh qualifications.

A further issue, and an important one
for independent schools in Wales, is the
recruitment of high-quality teachers who are
familiar with the qualifications we offer. The

As in England, more selective schools
are making creative use of the Sixth
Form teaching time released by linear A
levels, while others are mirroring the old
4 AS to 3 A level system more closely.
Welsh schools are inspected by Estyn,
the Welsh Inspectorate, against the same
framework as state schools, so one difficulty
of this increasing variety is that the inspectors
may find it difficult to make good comparisons
with data from the state sector. Certainly,
independent schools will need to work
harder to demonstrate excellence, with less
easy comparison with their state school
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dice are already weighted against us in that
we cannot offer an induction year to newly
qualified teachers under Welsh Government
legislation; new teachers who train in Wales
being familiar only with modular examination
methods adds another element to the puzzle.

“It’s complicated”!

David Carruthers
(Coleraine Academical
Institution) surveys
developments in
Northern Ireland.
For many years, Northern Ireland schools
have taken examinations from the local
board, the NI Council for the Curriculum,
Examinations and Assessment (CCEA),
and also English and Welsh boards.
CCEA had roughly 70% of the market.

Scotland
232,570 TOTAL
+2.4% FULL-TIME
-3.8% PART-TIME
19 PROVIDERS

0.8%

Northern Ireland

0.1%

England

56,445 TOTAL
+2.1% FULL-TIME
-3.8% PART-TIME
5 PROVIDERS

-1.6%
Wales

132,965 TOTAL
-2.3% FULL-TIME
-4.6% PART-TIME
10 PROVIDERS

Comment
In addition, CCEA does not offer all the
subjects which schools wish to have
available to pupils, e.g. GSCE Media
Studies. This will have the consequence
that even when the English system has
“settled” into awarding only numeric grades,
many NI pupils will have GCSE results in
alphanumeric sequence, in perpetuity.

Put simply in Facebook language:
Schools are working hard to keep parents
informed and consulted, but they are
conscious that it will take some years for
attitudes to the variety of new qualifications
to settle in the minds of those not intimately
involved in secondary education.

Northern Ireland

1,844,095 TOTAL
-0.1% FULL-TIME
-6.1% PART-TIME
131 PROVIDERS

However, more schools are now using
the CCEA examinations because of a
number of significant changes. AS and
A2 will remain coupled in NI, but with AS
counting for 40% of the full A level award.
In September 2014, the NI Education Minister
announced that A level science examinations
must retain practical assessments as part of
the overall grading in order to be accredited,
hence only CCEA (and WJEC) science A levels
may be used by NI schools. Secondly, within
GCSE English Language, the assessment
of the “Speaking and Listening” component
should contribute to the grade awarded.
This again means a restriction to CCEA and
WJEC GCSE English Language. Other than
these curriculum restrictions, A/AS levels and
GCSEs offered by English-based Awarding
Organisations will continue to be available here.

It is highly likely that parents and employers
will be initially confused by the new
GCSE awards, but two years remain
available for further explanation.
Perhaps the biggest unknown, and most
worrying aspect of the changes, is that AS and
A2 remain coupled, and the view universities
across the UK will therefore have of NI A
levels is a concern. The UCAS tariff will be the
same for all A levels; however, in practice it is
likely that we will only know the effect through
empirical evidence in a few years’ time.
University fees in NI are capped at £3,450 per
annum for NI students, and this has resulted in
a lower proportion of pupils attending university
in Great Britain. The further localisation of the
examination system, with the differences at A
level in particular, is likely to add to this trend.

The same minister decided that the A*-G
grades would be retained and that only
GCSE examinations receiving these grades
could be accredited. The GCSE situation
has since been changed by the succeeding
minister’s decision to introduce a C*
grade within the grading of CCEA GCSEs
(from first awarding Summer 2019).
The new C* grade is to align with the grade 5
in England. In addition, the A* grade is to be
aligned with the English grade 9. Most English
board GCSEs may now continue to be used
by NI schools, except English Language due
to the requirement that the Speaking and
Listening assessment is part of the award in NI.
Until these changes, many schools
(including my own) chose to take English
A level science examinations for sound
educational reasons based on the benefit
to pupils. Many professionals agreed with
the former minister’s view on the inclusion
of practical examinations, but the previous
freedom of choice has been removed.

Your qualification
Our regulation
GCSE, AS and A level reforms in England

-3.0%

Students at higher education providers in the
UK by country of provider, 2013-14 to 2014-15
In 2014 there was a continuing decrease in part-time students in all four UK nations, while
there were small decreases in numbers of full-time students at English and Welsh providers.
Source: Universities UK
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Reflection
“Today’s
youngsters are
less prejudiced and
more principled, with
a healthy respect for
those of different
backgrounds and
beliefs.”

During his time at Ridley College, Canada Jonathan introduced
the IB as an alternative to the Ontario Adademic curriculum.

As I see (a few) things:
Jonathan Leigh
(Marlborough College)
reflects on the future.
As the strange realisation dawns that three
Headships now add up to twenty-five years
and the final year of a career looms, so it is
time to look forward with some reflections
of advanced hindsight. There is no need for
nostalgia, rather just a few challenges based
on experience either side of the Atlantic.
Education, about which all feel passionately,
is destined to remain a maelstrom of
perpetual discussion. A generation on,
the debate is as keen as it has ever been.
Therefore, what is good, what causes
anxiety and where might it all go?
The best of today sees positive partnership, as
opposed to patronage, between independent
and state schools – shared facilities and
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practice, the development of mutual respect
and the positive benefit of both sectors
warming to the theme of merged practice – for
instance, the advent of the Grammar Stream at
Swindon Academy with Marlborough College
underpinning it. This came well in advance of
the government’s Green Paper last September.
It is but one example of countless state–private
initiatives. Hence, it is a frustration that so few
such ventures are politically acknowledged.
Ever-increasing commitment to bursary is
also encouraging, despite the high-end sums
required. It is good to see many schools
referencing their foundational roots. Hence,
Blundell’s School has always widened the
opportunities of locals from within “the ancient

“Today’s
teaching
timetable is so
congested that
there is little space
to teach ethics
and morals.”

borough of Tiverton” – the catchment was
extended to a ten-mile radius in 1993. That way
central Devonians had a chance to prosper
through reaching out beyond their county, to fulfil
their academic or other aspirations, just as their
founder, Peter Blundell, had done in Elizabethan
times. Such outreach to localities, or advocating
specific niche scholarship opportunities, continues
to widen opportunity to the benefit of all.

Internationally, huge strides have been made.

An eight-year sojourn abroad for me saw Ridley

There can be no doubt that in an age where

College wrestle with the concept of introducing

distance is dead, those who take the chance

the IB as an alternative to the Ontario Academic

to teach abroad are indelibly strengthened

curriculum. With a critical mass of global citizens

through diverse opportunity. Working in different

on their roll, there was always potential for this to

jurisdictions, developing empathy for alternative

be a defining academic opportunity within their

approaches or curricula systems, and realising

broad Canadian context. Running a twin-track

that education is something broad not confined

system, however, while being a highly costly

Staff recruitment in many areas is alarming. That

is an enrichment that begins as soon as one sets

business model, risks dissipating focus and

said, the quality of colleagues available is still

foot abroad.

energy. There must be a critical mass before it

impressive. Some subjects, Languages, Physics

can be entertained.

and Mathematics for instance, are a concern.

Balancing the best of such an adventure

Marlborough regularly holds events to raise funds for its
Bursaries Appeal. The college’s long-term aim is to provide
financial assistance to a third of all pupils.

Also, in an embattled age, the whole question of

demands a creative open-minded approach.

Hence, it was a disappointment to suspend

leadership and understanding the servant/leader

Some countries, not least the UK, measure

the programme at Marlborough where such

notion of such responsibility is an issue. Example

performance excessively. Others prefer to

numbers proved unforthcoming in the myriad

comes from the top, but it will never work to

take a more holistic approach – values-based

of alternative courses available. It is easier to

full effect if it is constrained by the confines of

education is key to tackling the more complex

articulate the IB vision with an “all or nothing”

entitlement. The vocational nature of leadership

issues of the day, emphasising such facets

approach. This is a strategic decision which

should carry the proviso that it is often lonely

as understanding the environment in which

needs overall compliance of all four sectors of

and difficult.

one resides. Sensitivity is required within each

individual school opinion before it is agreed –

different eco-system.

governors, colleagues, parents and pupils.

Looking ahead, one thing has never changed,
and this gives colossal hope. Adolescents are

The curriculum ebbs and flows. Today’s

essentially optimistic. They are full of talent.

teachers have much to be wary about. The

Today’s youngsters are less prejudiced and

timetable is so congested that there is little

more principled, with a healthy respect for those

space to teach ethics and morals. All are

of different backgrounds and beliefs. Such a

alarmed by issues with social media, and the

realisation gives one infinite hope of a bright

pace of change is daunting. Despite new social

new dawn. When education is complete, the

problems, schools and society must maximise

one thing that is essential in schools is to build

the benefits technology bestows. Sometimes,

personality, develop character, train resilience

this may promote clashes betwixt school and

and promote courage through the attitudes

home, where inappropriate practice often goes

inculcated.

unchecked. Social media has changed language
and the way children see the world. It is as

The youth of tomorrow know this and, for

though society requires a new code of conduct

the most part, are ready to contend with the

so that harmful misuse does not prevail.

complexities of an anguished world.

Jonathan and Emma Leigh are honoured
for their years of service at Ridley College.
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About HMC

Pupils question and Heads answer
Insight invites pupils – in this issue from Bedales School, Merchiston Castle School
and Wimbledon High School – to pose the questions they would like Heads
to answer. Here four more HMC Members explain the rewards and challenges
of leading a school before choosing a further question to answer.

Image courtesy of
West Buckland School

Kieran McLaughlin
(Durham School)

Simon Hinchliffe
(Bradford Grammar
School)

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

KM: The answer to both sides to this
question is the same: variety. My day-to-day
life involves seeing pupils on their birthdays,
teaching lessons, meeting prospective
parents, observing lessons, talking to
governors and much more. That variety is
challenging, however; Heads these days can’t
just be teachers but need to be businessminded, skilled in marketing, knowledgeable
in the law and so on.

What is the one thing schools don’t do
that they should?

KM: I don’t think there is any one thing
that a school should be doing but is not, but
one thing that schools aren’t very good at
is allowing pupils to fail. I don’t mean this
callously, but pupils can sometimes glide
through life in such a supportive school
atmosphere that they are ill-equipped to face
the inevitable setbacks they will meet through
life. Schools should place less emphasis on
success first time and more on developing
resilience in pupils who need more than one
attempt to achieve.

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

SH: Playing a part in nurturing educated,
balanced and compassionate young people
is hugely rewarding. Being afforded an
opportunity to share in the ups, downs and
ultimately successes of children’s lives is a
rare privilege. In this context the challenge
for all teachers, but particularly Heads, is to
create a safe space where children can learn
from getting things both right and wrong.
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Sue Woodroofe
(The Grammar
School at Leeds)

There is sometimes criticism that the
gap between state schools and the
private sector is far too big. Do you
agree and, if so, what is to be done?

SH: To my mind the outdated notion of
a state vs private school divide should be
consigned to the fossil record. Our schools
are diverse and differences can be subtle.
Increased partnership and sponsorship
arrangements between schools, growing
levels of means-tested fee assistance in the
independent sector and voluntary parental
contributions to maintained school coffers
blur boundaries further. Isn’t it time to leave
the Jurassic behind?

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

SW: Most rewarding has to be when you
see a young person overcome a challenge
and find success. Schools should be places
where ambition is fostered and supported;
they should also be places where children
feel safe to explore and take risks. The most
challenging aspect for me is the guilt! I try to
attend every event I can, covering all classes
and year groups, all activities and subjects.
However, with a Head’s crazy diary, this is not
always possible.

What do you see as being the most
important part of school life for your
students?

SW: I don’t think that you can differentiate,
as the whole of school life has to be greater
than the parts. For some students, academic
pursuit is their ideal, for others the extracurricular opportunities are the most exciting

Ian Munro

(Kelvinside Academy)

part of the week and still others are true
Renaissance men and women who throw
themselves into everything! The main thing
for me as a Head is to make sure that every
aspect of school life, in every year, is the best
it can be.

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

HMC (The Headmasters’ and
Headmistresses’ Conference) is the oldest and most prominent
Association of independent school Heads in the English-speaking world.
HMC has 289 Members in the British Isles and a further 54 international Members. Our Members lead schools that are distinguished
by their excellence in pastoral care, co-curricular provision and classroom teaching. Members of HMC have met annually in conference
since the first meeting in 1869. HMC today is a thriving, pro-active Association of leading figures in school education.

www.hmc.org.uk

IM: I think the pace and variety that comes
with the role is incredibly rewarding; however,
rapidly switching your focus across all
aspects of school life from pastoral care to
the business side of things is not without
challenge. To this day, the thing I find most
rewarding in education is sharing in the
development of young people. What a great
privilege.

With continuing rapid growth in
technology, how do you see this
shaping education in the future?

IM: Emerging technology has a role to
play in shaping education, and I think it is
incumbent upon schools to discover the
possibilities. This summer, pupils at my
school will work with academics from Harvard
and MIT to explore the combined intelligence
of humans and machines within swarm
robotics and biofashion workshops. These will
allow our pupils to explore areas such as 3D
modelling and printing, robotics, electronics
and programming, all of which are surely part
of the future of education.

In this year...

90 years ago

60 years ago

30 years ago

Dispersion of a School

Sixth Form Curriculum

Kenneth Baker’s Great Education Bill

The Committee considered a resolution forwarded
by the Council of the Medical Officers of Schools’
Association.

The Chairman (Edward Marlar, Whitgift School),
said that there was general agreement on the need
for some degree of specialisation in the Sixth Form
and that 60 per cent of curriculum time had been
suggested as sufficient for this. He spoke of the
possible reorganisation of the G.C.E., including a
new form of Advanced Level those not going to read
for Honours at a University and of the S Level (which
might be called “U” Level) for those intending to take
Honours at a University.

The General Secretary outlined the recently published
Education Bill. The legislation was mostly enabling,
giving the Secretary of State 174 new powers. He
brought an invitation to HMC to join the working
party on Curriculum. It is expected that the Bill will
become Law before July 1988.

The Dispersion of a School on account of
an outbreak of Infectious Disease is always
a serious step to take, and should very rarely
be required. It may lead to a wide-spread
distribution of the Disease.
In the event of a serious outbreak of Scarlet Fever or
of Measles – especially if the cases be of a malignant
type – or of Enteric Fever, or of Diphtheria, notice
should be sent to the parents of all the pupils as yet
unaffected, thus giving them the option of removing
their children, should they think fit to do so.
Each case should be judged on its own merits, and
the primary responsibility must always rest with the
Headmaster. If CLOSURE is considered necessary,
such a step should only be taken after consultation
with the local Medical Officer of Health and the
Ministry of Health.

It was important that the content of syllabuses
should be re-examined and especially that the
proposed new S Level should look for qualities
of mind and not additional knowledge.
There was reluctant agreement that a general studies
examination paper should be set.
HMC London Division, June 1957

It was noted that the Independent Schools were not
mentioned in the Bill. There was a certain flexibility
built into it but the powers of the Secretary of State
with regard to Curriculum could be interpreted as
dictatorial, they were far more considerable than
those outlined in the discussion Document. HMC
response to the National Curriculum should be
welcoming though some members undoubtedly
wished to preserve the freedom implied in the Bill.
There is provision for a new authority to whom one
may turn in case the complaint (perhaps the nearest
one may get to an Ombudsman).
HMC Committee, November 1987

HMC Committee, February 1927
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Facts about HMC schools
Fact

Fact

#1

Independent schools
save the taxpayer £3bn
a year from students not
being in state education and

contribute £9.5bn

#2

34 %

of pupils at HMC schools
receive fee assistance, totalling

Fact

#3

100 %
of HMC schools are

to overall UK GDP

£482m annually

involved in partnerships
with state schools

Fact

Fact

Fact

(£1.3m per day)

#4

#5

school adds the equivalent

Nearly six times as
many exam entries

of two additional years of

from HMC schools are

Attending an independent

schooling by age 16 and

almost one grade
higher in each GCSE
Fact

#7

83 %
Fact

in the development of

than the national average

toughness in pupils

Fact

Fact

#8

undergraduates rate their
school’s preparation for
university as good/very good

#10

94 %

add measurable value
soft skills and mental

of independently educated

have in-house
counselling services

Independent schools

awarded an A*
grade at GCSE

75 %

of HMC schools

#6

of pupils in HMC schools
in the UK go on to
higher education

Learn more at www.hmc.org.uk/facts-figures

#9

1 4
in

students
at the UK’s ten
leading universities
are from HMC
schools

